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By SARAH RAMIREZ

As a growing number of consumers are comfortable returning to in-store shopping as coronavirus lockdowns lift,
some shopping behaviors have changed but it is  too soon to know which habits will, if ever, return to pre-pandemic
norms.

According to a new study from Mood Media, 71 percent of shoppers are comfortable returning to bricks-and-mortar
stores, with two-thirds of global consumers having already returned to non-essential stores. However, about three in
10 consumers report they are spending less money and less time in-store than they did prior to the pandemic.

"One of the most surprising findings is how many shoppers globally have already ventured back into non-essential
stores," said Scott Moore, global chief marketing officer of Mood Media. "While many have reservations about the
safety of doing so, it's  clear that they're slowly going back into retail stores regardless."

In partnership with Censuswide, Mood Media surveyed more than 8,000 consumers from the United States, United
Kingdom, China and France.

Time is money
Although 49 percent of consumers worldwide are concerned about catching the coronavirus while in-store
shopping, 80 percent are comfortable with the safety measures retailers have put in place.

Mask requirements which have been put in place by the majority of luxury retailers were cited as the most important
safety regulation. Only 8 percent of consumers reported that safety measures have negatively impacted their in-store
experiences.
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While 67 percent of all respondents reported that they have resumed in-person, non-essential shopping, many
consumers remain weary.

Non-essential shopping rates vary across demographics, including age and location. Seventy-seven perfect of
shoppers between 16 and 24 years old are comfortable returning to stores, compared to 64 percent of consumers 55
and older.

Twenty percent of consumers, including 27 percent of millennials, also cite finances as a reason for not returning
to non-essential shopping. Nearly four in 10, 38 percent, reported doing all of their shopping online as a reason for
avoiding in-store, non-essential shopping.

Among those who have returned to physical stores, 31 percent are spending less money and speeding through
shopping trips. Globally, 21 percent are spending the same amount of money in less time shopping, while a quarter
of Chinese shoppers are spending more money and less time in-store.

Only 3 percent report spending more money and more time in-store.

"Another interesting insight is the volume of shoppers who are practicing mission shopping' behavior, meaning
they're trying to stay focused on exactly what they want or need to get in and out as quickly as possible," Mr. Moore
said. "Very few consumers are slowing down to browse and discover new things right now, even though they still
cite this aspect of shopping as one of their favorite things about bricks-and-mortar."

The in-store shopping experience remains valuable for consumers, particularly sensorially.
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Nearly half, 47 percent, of consumers are opting to shop in physical stores because of the ability to touch, feel and try
the product in-person. However, in light of the pandemic, many retailers have introduced enhance disinfecting
procedures or limited dressing room capacity.

Shoppers also prefer to visit bricks-and-mortar stores because of the convenience of bringing purchases home the
same day, as well as the ability to browse items.

"Luxury retailers should re-examine their merchandising displays, signage and selling techniques to facilitate the
mission shoppers as they work to get in and out quickly," Mr. Moore said. "This will in turn drive greater appreciation
and customer loyalty."

U.S. shopping attitudes
Though these findings may be encouraging to luxury brands that had been investing heavily in upscale in-store
experiences, it is  notable that U.S. consumers are more resistant to physical shopping compared to consumers as a
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whole.

Sixty percent of U.S. shoppers have returned to non-essential stores, compared to 67 percent of consumers
worldwide and 81 percent of Chinese consumers. U.S. shoppers between 16 and 24 years old have resumed non-
essential shopping at a rate of 54 percent, compared to a combined rate of 74 percent of Generation Z consumers
elsewhere.

Recently, researchers are finding correlations between in-store foot traffic spending and confirmed coronavirus
cases in states across the U.S., which spiked throughout the summer.

Nationwide, there was a substantial decrease in foot traffic beginning in mid-March, with foot traffic hitting a low
point in the U.S. in mid-April. Walk-ins were a mere 25.2 percent of last year's numbers, per recent data shared by
Zenreach, although things are beginning to bounce back a bit (see story).

Looking ahead, only 22 percent of U.S. shoppers expect their in-store shopping habits to "return to normal" by the end
of 2020 compared to 25.5 percent of global consumers. Only 10 percent of respondents worldwide think their pre-
pandemic shopping habits will never return.

Now as the fourth quarter gets underway, the COVID-19 crisis continues to plague both retailers and consumers
worldwide.

A weak Black Friday and holiday season would be dire for retailers after a prolonged period of store closures and
poor sales.

Retailers should think about how to spread traffic out throughout the season to avoid the crowds. Earlier promotions
could help extend the shopping season and could lead to fewer consumers showing up on each shopping day.

For luxury brands and department stores, sales could pick up as affluent consumers look to spoil themselves and
their loved ones during the holiday, spending money on luxury items instead of travel and restaurants this year (see
story).

"As luxury retailers oftentimes do so beautifully, they can explore ways to help their shoppers slow down and relax,
while helping them feel safe and assured and giving them a little joy in their day," Mood Media's Mr. Moore said.
"Everyone's looking for those little moments of delight right now and who better than luxury retailers to provide it."
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